
 
AROUND THE DIAMOND IN THE ABL 

WEEK 9 

6/16/17 

 
BIG STORY:  Albany made a jump in the standings by starting the second half with a two-game sweep 
of the Blackbeards.  The sweep in the ultra-tight American Division put the Lo-Sox only one game behind 
first place La Jolla.  Trevor Story won game one with a 10th inning dinger and then preceded to go “Judge 
Like” with a three-homer barrage in game two for the win.  Albany entered the game with six homer runs 
as a team and smacked six in the two games against the Blackbeards to double their total.  After week 
nine action, only the first place Perfectos and second place Channel Cats have a record above .500 in the 
National Division as last year’s division champion Mudville is ten games off the division lead.  Last year 
at this time the Nine were making big moves to add to the roster for a deep playoff run and most expect 
the Nine manager will be in a different mode in the coming weeks when it comes to trading.  Our statman 
once again has another birthday coming up as the summer solstice rolls on Wednesday.  Happy B-Day 
Legend from all of us in the ABL!                 
 
 

2017 ABL STANDINGS 
 

NATIONAL   W L GB PCT RS RA   AWAY HOME  DIV  VS AD  

Titusville  14 6 -- .700 107 81 5-1 9-5 8-2 6-4 

Chesapeake Bay 12 8 2 .600 113 91 6-6 6-2 8-2 4-6 

Tallahassee 9 11 5 .450 97 109 3-5 6-6 2-4 7-7 

Orlando  7 13 7 .350 79 104 6-6 1-7 4-8 3-5 

Mudville  4 16 10 .200 78 132 2-10 2-6 2-8 2-8 

 

AMERICAN  W L GB PCT RS RA   AWAY  HOME  DIV  VS ND 

La Jolla  12 8 -- .600 92 91 4-4 8-4 6-4 6-4 

Long Beach  11 9 1 .550 102 87 4-4 7-5 6-4 5-5 

Albany  11 9 1 .550 96 91 4-4 7-5 5-5 6-4 

Ocracoke  10 10 2 .500 107 113 5-7 5-3 5-5 5-5 

Syracuse  10 10 2 .500 116 88 6-8 4-2 2-6 8-4 

 

X-PLAYOFF SPOT Y-DIVISION       

Z- TIED FOR PLAYOFF SPOT, ONE GAME SHOWDOWNS 

 

DEADLINES: 

Play Week begins June 16th 

Recap and Score Sheets due June 26th 8 p.m. est. 



 

SCORES 

SYR  10  TA  3 

TA  4  SYR  3  10 Inn. 

TV  5  ORL  2 

ORL  13  TV  2 

LJ  6  LBI  1 

LBI  1  LJ  0  10 Inn. 

CB  13  MUD  1 

CB  5  MUD  4 

ALB  5  OC  4  10 Inn.   

ALB  9  OC  4   

 

 

2017 ABL TEAMS AND MANAGERS: 

National Division 
Chesapeake Bay Channel Cats(28th Season) Scott “Commish” Allen (Defending Champions)   
Tallahassee Terriers(27th Season)  Don “Legend” Allen Jr. 
Orlando Sharks(16th Season)   Greg “Buck” Dietzen 
Titusville Perfectos(10th Season)  Lennart “Lenny” Saaf    
Mudville Nine(3rd Season)   Casey "The Kid" Allen 
 
American Division 
Long Beach Island Starfish(15th Season) Jim “Skibby”  Bomysoad   
Syracuse Hazard(13th Season)   Jason “Coop” Cupelo   
Ocracoke Blackbeards(10th Season)  Duran “Stole” Allen 
La Jolla Juggernaut(3rd Season)   Kevin “Eradicator” Waters 
Albany Lo-Sox(Expansion Season)  Michael Saaf 
  
 

ABL 2017 IP’S 

Tallahassee  15 
Mudville  15 
Titusville  15 
Syracuse  15 
Long Beach Island 15 
Chesapeake Bay 15 
La Jolla   15 
Albany   15 
Orlando  15 
Ocracoke  13 
 

 

 



 

ROLLING DICE??  (Q and A with Game Play Notes)  (PLEASE TAKE NOTE) 

(Italic are present in the current charts) 

 

1.  Weather Precip rolled is T-Storms, is that an automatic Wet Field condition?  

 

ANSWER:  Yes.  There are no rain outs in the ABL.  Any precip roll of Rain or T-Storms is an automatic 

Wet Field. 

 

2.  If a non-closer reliever enters the game in a non-save situation to start the 9th inning leading 6-2 and 
the trailing team puts the potential tying on base, creating a save situation for the next reliever, does the 
non-closer reliever in the game then lose their symbols?    
 
ANSWER:  Yes.  Once the situation becomes a “save situation” for the next pitcher, the non-closer 
reliever loses all symbols except the “H” symbol.  
 

 

 
 

ABL TRIVIA: 

Kris Bryant is having a year to remember as he was leading the ABL in total bases at the All-Star Break 
with 71 with Miggy Cabrera next with 50 bases.  Last year’s leader at the All-Star Break was leading the 
way with 51 total bags.  Who was the 1st half stud last year?  Hint:  Bryant led the entire ABL in 2016 

with 98 total bases. 

   
A) Addison Russell 
B) Kris Bryant 
C) George Springer 
D) Brandon Belt 

 
Trivia answer located after the previews and before the taxi teams. 

 
 

 
 



SKIBBY’S SPOTLIGHT: 

 
Skibby’s Spotlight - Week 10 Edition 

 

Holy shit have some things happened in the past couple of weeks.  Amazing things.  Historical 

things.  This episode could be yuge!  The biggest spotlight every spotlighted!  Here I am, to 

make the spotlight great again. 

 

After I go take a shower after that intro because I’m not going to lie, I feel a little dirty now. 

 

So many baseball things have really happened though.  And I’m going to write about them.  I’m 

also going to plug a new podcast that I have nothing to do with, and see where things go from 

there.  I’m also going to eat a KitKat bar, but that really only affects me.  And now you because 

you’re thinking about wanting me to break you off a piece of my KitKat bar.  But it will be gone 

by the time you arrive.  Because yummy! 

 

A Fitting Tribute - June 3rd would have been Yordano Ventura’s 26th birthday.  If life were a 

fair venture, he’d have been in the Royals dugout, havin a grand ol’ time, as he was known to 

do.   

 

Unfortunately life isn’t fair, but a former teammate made a fitting tribute to Ventura on what 

would have been his birthday.  Edison Volquez, World Series teammate, and now pitcher for the 

Miami Marlins.  It had been a rough start to the season, coming into June Volquez was sporting 

a 1-7 record and an ERA hovering around 4.45.   

 

Against the Diamondbacks on this day, Volquez would pitch a gem.  He would allow no hits, and 

only two walks.  Those walked batters would be erased by double plays.  He would face the 

minimum 27 batters, and do so using only 98 pitches.  It was hit longest outing of the season by 

3 innings.  Sometimes you can’t predict baseball, and the most glorious of things happen. 

 

For an individual still reeling from the loss of a friend and a teammate, and a franchise still 

coping with the loss of one of their great young players, this day, in honor of Yordano Ventura, 

all seemed right in the world. 

 

Please Scooter Don’t Hurt ‘Em!  - Former Brewer Second Baseman and current Reds utility 

player Scooter Gennett made his own little slice of history on June 6th.  Gennett, who had 3 

home runs coming into the game, and none of them occurring since April 11th, would have 

himself a day.  This is one of those “he’s done X, so OF COURSE it makes sense he could do 

Y” type of stories.   

 

In the first inning, Scooter would hit a single to left field, that Baseball Reference describes as a 

“Fly Ball to Deep 3B”.  That’s the kind of hitter Scooter is.  He’s an easy fly to the infield kind of 

guy. 

 



So it makes COMPLETE sense when he comes up with the bases loaded in the 3rd with one 

out, the he would get all of it, and hit a deep fly ball to RF for a grand slam off of Adam 

Wainwright.  Definitely what everyone in Cincy expected to happen at that moment.   

 

Then he comes up in the 4th inning, after Eugenio Suarez hit a bases clearing triple and chased 

Waino from the game, Scooter would hit a two run home run off former B-Met John Grant.  So 

far we’re 3 for 3, 2 home runs, 7 RBI. 

 

Next at bat is in the 6th, when he comes up with one down and no on.  Still John Grant on the 

mound.  Scooter would send a shot down the left field line, deep, and would keep it fair for his 

3rd home run of the game.  Hot damn this is a good day for Scooter.   

 

His final at bat of the day comes in the 8th inning.  Two down and one on, on an 0-2 could, 

Scooter would send John Brebbia’s offering deep to right field for a two run bomb to cap off his 

day.  Final tally is 5 for 5.  4 home runs.  10 RBI.  Arguably the finest offensive performance in 

MLB history.   

 

My favorite stat shared afterward was the best MONTH Gennett ever had was 4 home runs and 

10 RBI.  So of course he would do it all in one day.  #cantpredictbaseball. 

 

You’re One of Five Now Kid! - Cubs rookie Ian Happ made an interesting mark on the record 

book on Tuesday the 13th.  In the second inning of the contest against the Mets, Happ would hit 

a grand slam home run.  Happ would have 4 other at bats on this day. 

 

And he struck out in all of them.  Ian Happ is now one of 5 major league players to have a grand 

slam and a golden sombrero in a 9 inning contest.  It’s not a great distinction to have, but 

dammit at least it’s something. 

 

Teams Did It Right For Once - The MLB draft was held this week, and one of the top pitchers 

was left hander Luke Heimlich from Oregon State.  He had an 11-1 record and a country best 

0.76 ERA for the #1 team in the nation.   

 

And thankfully he went undrafted. 

 

For those that don’t know, when Heimlich was a teenager, he plead guilty for molesting a 6 year 

old cousin.  Twice.  I know there’s some moral grey areas around the domestic violence issues, 

and teams don’t necessarily take a strong enough stance against that sort of behavior.  There 

has (yet) to be a Ray Rice type incident in MLB.  Though one could argue that Chapman’s 

alleged incident was close.   

 

This seemed easy.  Don’t draft the registered sex offender.  And for a change, teams did not put 

winning ahead of the moral high ground. 

 

Other MLB Notes 



● CC Sabathia went down with a hamstring injury, and will be out several weeks.  

He’s been really good for the Yankees this year and how they make it through this injury 

will tell a lot about where this team is headed. 

● Matt Harvey has a shoulder injury, and Mets fan everywhere rejoice.   

● The Twins, Brewers, and Rockies are all in first place because yeah, we all saw 

that coming.   

● A quick scan of league leaders show a lot of things I would not expect.  Avisail 

Garcia and Ryan Zimmerman are leading their respective leagues in batting.  Justin 

Smoak and Scott Schebler are in the top 5 in each league in home runs.  Jason Vargas 

leads the AL in wins.  Aaron Judge is in the top two for the triple crown categories.  

Going to be an interesting finish to the year. 

● Pete Rose still not able to be enshrined in Cooperstown.  Not sure if he’s banned 

from visiting.   

● Corey Kluber 7th fastest to reach 1000 Career K’s. 

● Clayton Kershaw and Max Scherzer just hit 2000 Career K’s. 

● Fat Albert Pujoles just hit home run number 600 for his career. 

● Jair Jurrjens (remember him) just got suspended for a positive drug test in the 

minors.   

● Tyler Thornburg got shut down for the year.  This is two consecutive years the 

Red Sox acquire a young reliever to hold down the setup man role, and combined they 

threw 2 ⅔ innings.  That’s not good. 

● I feel like not enough people have noticed how well Jose Berrios is pitching so far 

this year. 

 

Shit Stevo Says Returns! 

Skibby → The Mets did a dumb thing 40 years ago today 

Stevo → They existed? 

Skibby → Traded away Tom Seaver 

Stevo → Well I for one feel that it was a great move.  See, they had to free up the budget in 

order to fund the housing projects they had to build to house all the crackheads that they hired 

in the 80’s 

 

He's not wrong guys… 

 

Go Listen To The Words - Sometimes reading is hard.  Reading and driving is dangerous.  But 

LISTENING and driving is good.  And listening is easy.  Unless the wife is nagging. 

 

Check out thisweekinbaseballhistory.libsyn.com.  It’s a podcast done by @Bill_TPA and 

@MikeBatesSBN.  They are aiming to discuss baseball from a historical aspect.  Their second 

episode (the first I listened to) was about Tom Seaver and the Midnight Massacre.  It was about 

a 30 minute episode. 

 

Their first episode, which I will listen to tomorrow, was about the history of the MLB draft.   

 



I’ve followed both these guys for a long time on Twitter, and have enjoyed their writing, and I 

look forward to their new weekly podcast. 

 

I Wrote The Words, Now I Am Free!!!!! - That’s all for this week’s spotlight.  And since I 

already wrote the preview words, I can relax.  Hope everyone is well and enjoying the upcoming 

week. 

 

Also, a happy birthday to the Legend, who will celebrate completing another trip around the sun 

on the year’s longest day.  Hope you get to enjoy your day! 

 

 

 
 
RULES OF THE GAME: 

This week I’m going to look injuries in the ABL or maybe in what seems like a lack of injuries in the 
ABL. 
 
We changed the injury chart a few years ago to reduce the injury duration to match the time length of our 
schedule.  This as expected has caused less injuries of longer duration.  The chance of a player getting 
removed from the game increased with the new chart but the length of injury was drastically reduced.  
Some managers have been rumbling that the injuries are no longer a part of the game you have to handle.  
With the previous injury chart, you could lose a “3 rated” injury for 15 games if you rolled in the 90’s. 
 
On the surface, it seems the current injury chart makes the most sense since the duration lines up with our 
number of games.  Much like suspensions on the crazy play chart are reduced 75% to fall in line with our 
number of games.  Another factor is our rosters are at least twice as deep as MLB rosters with the 2-1 
ratio player pool and franchise keeps not affected by the player pool.  It seems one could make an 
argument that the ABL injury chart could be based on 80 games or cut in half compared to TP Baseball 
best on the depth since ABL Managers are not feeling the same impact as an MLB manager would due to 
roster depth.  
 
One simple solution is go back to the previous chart.  Mathematically it doesn’t exactly hold up to being 
reduced to 50% as the duration was cut in half and the rest put to zero days.  Regardless that chart would 
force managers to adjust to long term injuries and also think twice about playing a “1 rated” injury every 
day when he can be lost for several games vs. 8 for the most part. 
 
Then there are two options that are much more out of the box.  The first is using the TP Baseball 
delivered injury chart as some game players and game designers feel injuries shouldn’t be adjusted.  
Regardless if you are playing a 36-game schedule or 80 game slate, the arm takes the same amount of 
time to heal.  This change would have a big impact and would be a huge adjustment.  I’m not sure if it’s 
the answer but it’s interesting to considered.  The second option is to alter the players injury ratings based 
on how much they played.  For example, 200 AB players would be a “1 rated” injury regardless what is 



on his card and a 500 AB would be a “5 rated” injury and this would be represent player usage and 
chance of missing playing time.  This option is fairly drastic since you are ignoring the injury rating on 
the card but most managers agree the injury ratings seem nebulous at times as two 450 AB players will 
have different injury ratings. 
 
Finally, if you are a fan of no or limited injuries affecting your roster, we could go the other way and 
either eliminate all injuries or make them just for the one game.  I know this would be one less thing for 
the Commish to keep track of. 
 
My view at the moment is injuries are part of the game and it seems with our roster depth in the ABL 
injuries are not affecting teams.  Maybe sometimes it’s better just to go back and use a chart that worked 
for years. 
 
 

 
 
FUTURE ABL MANAGERS:   
Reminder to all managers that if you find someone interested in baseball let’s get them started in the ABL 
Developmental Plan playing practice games.  Contact the Commish for a sample set of cards/charts and 
start teaching the ABL’s next Billy Martin the excitement of tabletop baseball. 
 
ABL Developmental Plan Guidelines: 
At a minimum new perspective managers, must complete the following: 

1. Two practice games with an ABL Manager with score sheets. 
2. One practice game with an ABL Manager on the dice roller. 
3. Total of three practice games must be completed with ABL Managers. 
4. Then the new perspective manager should request an ABL Expansion Application. 
5. Finally, the new perspective manager should pay the $60 operational fee once their ABL 

Expansion Application is approved. 
 
 
RECAPS OF ABL DEVELOPMENTAL PLAN BASEBALL: 

Recaps written by ABL Developmental Manager:  Chris Marcello 

 

Rochester at Chesapeake Bay 



Game 1 - Channel Cats Romp the Rebels in First Development Game (Sanchez v. Grenke) 

The Rebels ventured into the Bay for a development series against the reigning champion Channel Cats. 

The Cats quickly got to work in the 2nd inning with a solo shot from Jeremy Hazelbaker. Rochester was 

still in the ball game at this point, but a hot start from Grenke shutdown all early scoring opportunities 

for the Rebels. Aaron Sanchez looked okay until the 4th, but then came the initiation. Turner gets hit by 

Sanchez to get on base (No Injury), then Hazelbaker slapped an RBI triple to get the rally started. Eaton 

scored Hazelbaker on a grounder to center field. Stanton mashed a 2 run shot shortly after. Lastly, 

Fowler scored on an RBI double for Correa. After the 6 run thrashing, Sanchez went on to retire one 

more batter in the 5th before getting pulled. The Rebels offense finally woke up in the 7th with a 

Lorenzo Cain double and an RBI double for Schoop. Gardy then batted Schoop home on grounder to 

center. As soon as the Rebels put up two to avoid the goose egg, the Cats got two back on a Lucroy solo 

homer and a Cano RBI single. The Rebels were able to tack on one more run on a moonshot from “El 

Kraken” Gary Sanchez. Hazelbaker had the line of the game and was only a double shy of hitting for the 

cycle. Overall, it was a combination of great pitching and a huge rally in the 4th inning that propelled the 

Cats to victory in the first game of the development series.  

Final Score: Chesapeake Bay - 9, Rochester - 3  

Line of the Game: 

Hazelbaker: 5 AB, 2 Runs, 3 Hits, 2 RBIs, 1 Triple, 1 HR 

Pitchers: 

Rochester 

L - Sanchez (4.1) 

Miller (1.2) 

Betances (2) 

 

Chesapeake Bay 

W - Grenke (7.1) 

Tazawa (1.2) 

No Injuries 

 

Game 2 - Rochester Bounces Back to Split Development Series (Stroman v. Strasburg) 



Rochester came into game two feeling confident that they could get the win with a newly optimized 

lineup and better understanding of the game. Chesapeake Bay was unable to capitalize on a Schoop 

error in the 2nd. The Rebels were the first to strike with a 2 run blast off the bat of Josh Donaldson in 

the 3rd. Schoop had the bat working again with an RBI double in the 4th. He then blasted a 3 run shot in 

the 6th to give the Rebels a 6-0 lead. Marcus Stroman also was able to smack a double off the wall in the 

6th. The previously hot Chanel Cats offensive was rendered helpless until the 6th due to a stellar outing 

from Stroman. They finally cracked the hits and runs columns with 2 out double from Correa and a 2 run 

homer from Valbuena. No further scoring occurred as both Ross for the Cats and Miller for the Rebels 

were able to shut down their opposing offenses in the 9th. Lucroy had a passed ball in the 9th, but the 

Rebels were unable to capitalize. Miller hit Valbuena in the 9th, but no injury occurred. While the 

scoreboard may say otherwise, Strasburg pitched a decent game. He was able to rack up a massive 12 

K’s in 8 innings for the Cats. Schoop was a triple shy of hitting for the cycle.  

Final Score: Rochester - 6, Chesapeake Bay - 2 

Line of the Game 

Schoop: 4 AB, 2 Runs, 3 Hits, 4 RBIs, 1 Double, 1 HR 

 

Pitchers 

Rochester 

W - Stroman (8) 

Miller (1) 

 

Chesapeake Bay 

L - Strasburg (8) 

Ross (1) 

 

No Injuries 

 
 



 
 
TRANSACTION REPORT: 

5/31 TAXI TEAM:  Mudville sent down Josh Reddick and called up Jordan Zimmerman. 
 
6/11 FREE AGENT:  Long Beach Island picked up Alex Dickerson(LF) and dropped Kevin 
Gausman(SP). 
  
 TAXI TEAM:  Long Beach Island sent down Mookie Betts. 
 
6/15 TAXI TEAM:  Titusville sent down Hunter Pence and called up Jackie Bradley. 
 
 TAXI TEAM:  Tallahassee sent down Felix Hernandez and called up Ross Stripling. 
 
 

 
 

INJURY/SUSPENSION REPORT: 

PLAYER                  TEAM         GAMES        ACTIVE       WEEK?  OFF/IR 

None 
 

 

 
 

RECAPS OF ABL BASEBALL: 

Syracuse at Tallahassee 

gm99 
SYRACUSE POUNDS OUT 16 HITS IN GAME 1 VICTORY 
Syracuse had been on a roll headed into the All-Star break and in game one it did not slow down. The 
dick hitters were relentless pounding out 16 hits in what was a close game until the 9th. Cabrera started 
the scoring with a 2-run blast in the 1st for a 2-0 lead. Tallahassee got one back in the bottom half with 
Davis picking up the RBI scoring Herrera who doubled. In the 2nd 2 more runs for the Hazard Yelich 
picking up the gcf 2 RBI single 4-1. Hazard continue to collect hits and hit batsmen as Porcello was his 



usual awful self. Going 7 innings giving up 10 hits and plunking 3 more but kept his team in the game. 
Rizzo made it a one run game with a 2-run shot in the 3rd to make it 4-3. Verlander was sharp after the 
HR going 8 ip striking out 13 batters. In the 9th Torres got touched up to say the least giving up 6 runs on 
6 hits. A big 3-run blast by ex-Terrier Braun. Final 10-3 
 
Syracuse Pitchers 
Verlander 8ip Win 
Iglesias 1ip 
 
Tallahassee Pitchers 
Porcello 7ip Loss 
Law 1ip 
Torres 1ip 
 
HR 
Braun, Cabrera and Rizzo 
 
No Injuries 
Although CP 626 Porcello got hit in the head by a line drive single. Some fans were cheering in hopes 
that he would be removed from the game. SICK I TELL YOU JUST SICK. Come on Terrier fans so he is 
was your number 1 pick and hasn't one a game yet. Phil Nevin was a number 1 pick too actually picked 
before Jeter in that draft no one is mad at him. 
 
gm100 
FRAZIER GIVES THE TEAM A HUGE WIN IN WALK OFF FASHION 
Game 2 both starting pitchers showed up and pitched effectively except for one inning each. Tallahassee 
had chances in the first two innings with runners one 2nd and 3rd and no outs but could not muster a run. 
Dead man walking Fernandez looked awesome early on giving up 4 hits through 5 innings vs the dick 
hitters is one heck of an accomplishment. In the 5th Walker get the Terriers on the board with a solo HR. 
Rizzo due up next got plunked probably for the 4 batters from game one or maybe Quintana was pissed 
because he gave up his first run vs the Terriers in 14 innings. Remember Quintana pitched a complete 
game shutout back in week 1 vs the Terriers. Davis would make Quintana pay for that though send one 
over the wall in left for a 3-0 lead.  Hazard answer right back with small ball and an error. In the 6th back 
to back singles followed by a strikeout and error by Siemen. Ichiro would draw a walk to score 1 run and 
PH Big Papi would tie the game with a gcf single. Fernandez would get out of the inning with no more 
damage. This game would go to the bullpens and both teams were nasty not allowing anyone to reach 2nd 
base. In the bottom of the 10th with 2 outs Hand hung one and Frazier connected and sent the fans home 
happy with a walk off HR. Final 4-3 
 
Syracuse Pitchers 
Quintana 5 ip 
Jones 1ip 
Bowman 1ip 
Iglesias 2ip 
Hand 2/3ip Loss 
 
Tallahassee Pitchers 
Fernandez 6ip 
Law 2ip 
Diekman 1ip 
Colome 1ip Win 



 
HR 
Walker, Davis and Frazier 
 
No Injuries 
 
Good games Coop good luck the rest of the way and thanks for getting the games in early.  Legend 
 
 
Orlando at Titusville 

Game One 
Titusville 5 Orlando 2 
 
Newly acquired free agent Corey Dickerson made an immediate impact for the Perfectos when he hit a 
three-run homer in his first plate appearance. That occurred in the second inning off Aaron Nola, and it 
would turn out to be all that was needed for Titusville. The standout on the Orlando side was Billy 
Hamilton, who was three-for-four, stole three bases, and scored both of the Sharks’ runs. Other than 
Hamilton, Kyle Hendricks was able to stifle the Orlando attack. Solo shots by Cespedes and Pence 
rounded out the Titusville offense, which saw all of their RBIs chalked up the long ball. Tyler Thornburg 
worked a 1-2-3 ninth for his seventh save. 
 

                 R  H  E LOB 
ORL 100 000 010  2  8  0  6 
TV  031 000 01x  5  9  0  6 
  

TV PITCHING 
Hendricks 7 (WIN) 
Harris 1 
Thornburg 1 (SAVE) 
 
ORL PITCHING 
Nola 6 (LOSS) 
Wilson 1 
Ryan 1 
 
INJURIES: Grandal 1 game (HBP) 
 
Game Two 
Orlando 13 Titusville 2 
 
The Orlando Sharks put a beating on Chris Sale and the Perfectos, and it came via the long ball, not the 
small ball. Adrian Beltre started things off in the top of the first with a two-run shot, followed two batters 
later by a Wil Myers solo jack. In the third, Gregory Polonco blasted a three-run bomb to make it 6-1 
Sharks. Drew Pomeranz pitched an neat six innings for Orlando. He yielded only three hits, but two were 
solo homers off the Deep chart. Orlando also got a strong performance from the bullpen, which allowed 
only one hit over the last three frames. The Titusville bullpen was not nearly as effective. Gregerson gave 
up a two-run round-tripper to new Shark Kyle Seager in the seventh, then Jake Barrett made a mess of his 
mop-up work in the ninth, including Polonco’s second three-run homer of the game. Twelve of Orlando’s 
13 runs were driven in by taters. Oh, and Billy Hamilton had a stolen base... Because Buck Ball. 
 

                 R  H  E LOB 



ORL 303 000 205 13 12  0  2 
TV  011 000 000  2  4  0  6 
  

TV PITCHING 
Sale 5 (LOSS) 
Gregerson 1 
Kontos 1 
Harris 1 
Barrett 1 
 
ORL PITCHING 
Pomeranz 6 (WIN) 
Wilson 2 
Rondon 1 
 
INJURIES: none 
 

 
Thanks for getting the games in early, Buck. 
 
 
Long Beach Island at La Jolla 

Juggernaut! Juggernaut! Juggernaut! Juggernaut! Such was the chanting of the faithful.  

This week's adventure features the battle for 1st between the top two team in the AL. The Starfish come to 

town. They have had La Jolla’s number of late. It was time for some baseball. 

KERSHAW!!!!!!!! 

Game #1 

Kershaw vs Kluber. LBI got things going in the top of the 1st with a couple of doubles from Bryant and 

Grossman. The home crowd was thinking here we go again. La Jolla would answer in the bottom of 

the  3rd with four hits with two out capped off by a 2 run triple by Gordon. La Jolla 3 to 1. The next inning 

Pujols would go yeard on a deep and make the score 5 to 1. Bottom of the 5th and Puig would score from 

second on a two base error by Murphy would end the scoring and Puig got the last hit of the game. Kluber 

would settle down and after giving up 10 hits through 42/3 would not allow another runner for the rest of 

the game. Meanwhile Kershaw was string out 14 and 2 hits after the 1st. La Jolla gets the win 6 to 1.  

                                                  R H  E  LOB 

Starfish        1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  1  6   1     6 

Juggernaut  0 3 2 0 1 0 0 0     6  10 1    7 

Pitching 

Starfish 

L Kluber 8 

Injuries 



None 

Pitching 

Juggernaut 

W Kershaw 9 

Injuries 

None 

Pitcher’s duel as Carrasco continues mastery of Juggernaut 

Game # 2 Cueto and his magic cup vs Carrasco. Both pitchers would deal for 9 innings. Cueato giving up 

7 and Carrasco only 3. Both teams looked like they could not figure out to string hits together especially 

the home team. Oh comes in with 1 on and no outs in the top of the 10th and proceed to give up two 

singles with two outs to Gonzalez and Molina. Molina providing the only RBI of the game scoring 

Garcia. Cassasco puts La Jolla down in order in the bottom of the 10th and earns a stron 10 inning 

complete game shit out. LBI 1 to 0 and earms the split/  

                                                   R H E LOB 

Starfish       0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1  9  0    10 

Juggernaut 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  3  1    3 

Pitching 

Starfish 

W Carrasco 10 

Injuries 

None 

Pitching 

Juggernaut 

Cueto 9 

L Oh 1 

Injuries 

None 

Not sure how many deeps were rolled but only one went out. Thanks goodness the one crazy play didn’t 

result in any injuries. Skibby felt a new sense of frustration with the Lenny chart as he seamed to roll on it 

once an inning. Thanks for the games. Good luck the rest of the way. See you at the end of the season.  

 
 



Mudville at Chesapeake Bay 

Cats open up second half with four jacks as Scherzer pitches well again 
Game # 1 
Arrieta vs. Scherzer 
Final time of the regular season the Nine invade the Cats to begin the 2nd half and score quickly as Diaz 
goes yard in the 2nd inning for the visitors.  Top of the 3rd and Jake Arrieta missed a home run by one 
number as 80 was needed and 79 was rolled.  1-0 Nine lead until the 4th inning as the Cats plate three on a 
Valbuena RBI double and Hazelbaker two run shot.  Cats blew the game open in the 6th inning scoring 
eight runs as Cano hit a three run blast and Justin Turner went deep for a three run ding dong for a 11-1 
lead.  Cats added tow in the 8th inning as Valbuena went deep after Strickland plunked Cano but Cano 
took his base. 
 
Line of the game:  

Scherzer 6-IP 4-H 1-R 1-ER 0-BB 8-K 1-HR  
 
                     R  H  E  LOB 

Mud   010  000  000  1  5  0  6 

C-Bay 000  308  02X  13 10 0  6 

 

Pitching 
Mudville 
L  Arrieta 5.2 
Blanton  1.0 
Hendriks  .1 
Strickland  1.0 
 
Injuries: 
None 
 

C-Bay 
W  Scherzer  6.0 
Reed  1.0 
Phelps  1.0 
Ross 1.0 
 
Injuries: 
None 
 
Cano hits walk off solo homer in the bottom of the 9th inning to send yard faithful home happy 
Game # 2 
Bauer vs. Greinke 
Both teams pitchers would need the bullpens with the hot weather and effect on the long ball too.  Cats 
get it going early this time with a solo bomb from Stanton in the bottom of the 2nd inning.  Correa ripped 
an RBI single in the 3rd for a 2-0 lead.  The Nine tied it up in the 4th inning on a Justin Bour RBI single 
and Yunel Escobar single.  Cats break the tie in the bottom of the 6th inning as Stanton was given the free 
base with two outs and pinch hitter Melky Cabrera smoked a double to put runners on 2nd and 3rd in the tie 
game.  Casey decided to walk Lucroy with first base open bringing up the pitcher’s spot.  Adam Eaton 
stepped off the bench and hit a gcf single off the home field chart to plate two for a 4-2 lead.  The Nine 
greeted Matt Bush in the 7th with a deep solo homer from recently acquired George Springer to pull 
within a run.  Top of the 8th and the All-Star Game M.V.P. Justin Bour delivered a monster game tying 
dinger off Addison Reed.  Deadlocked at four, neither team could muster much of an offensive 



threat.  Bottom of the 9th with two outs, Nine pitcher Liam Hendriks hung a slider and Cano smacked it 
off the deep chart for a walk off solo homer.  Mudville has lost three out of the last four games by 5-4 
walk off results.  
 
Line of the game:  

Cano 5-AB 1-R 3-H 1-RBI 1-HR  
 
                     R  H  E  LOB 

MUD   000  200  110  4  8  0  5 

C-Bay 011  002  001  5  10 0  8 

 

Pitching 
Mudville 
Bauer  4.0 
Duke  1.2 
Blanton  .1 
Strickland  2.0 
L  Hendriks  .1 
 
Injuries: 
None 
 

C-Bay 
Greinke  4.2 
Ross 1.1 
Bush  1.0 
Reed  1.0 
W  Chapman  1.0 
 
Injuries: 
None 
 
Casey, thanks for rolling and fitting it in early.  I hope you survived all the graduation fun.  It’s summer 
time! 

 
 
Albany at Ocracoke 

STORY FINDS HIS POWER STROKE IN THE 10TH 
Gm1 
Anderson vs Darvish 
OC would place a four spot in the 3rd via a Posey FC RBI and a Trumbo 3 run jack hoping that darvish 
and kimbrel could hold it down. Albany gets into it in the 4th a Conteras RBI single. In the 8th, Hanley 
would launch a solo shot to make it 4-2. Kimbrel comes in and gives up a walk followed by a HBP then a 
two RBI double as conteras makes it in on the sending runners chart to tie it at 4. Top 10th and Story hits 
his first of many dingers in this series. Melancon shuts the door like a closer should. 
Final Albany 5 Ocracoke 4 
 
Pitching 
Albany 
Anderson 6 1/3 inn 
Barrclough 1 inn 



Reyes 2/3 inn 
W- Bedrosian 1 inn 
S- Melancon 1 inn 
 
Ocracoke 
Darvish 8 inn 
BS- Kimbrel 1 inn 
L- Dull 1 inn. 
 
Injuries 
Alb 
Carpenter HBP out for game 
 
OC 
Cabrera HBP out for game 
 
TREVOR STORY CONTINUES TO HIT TWO RUN DINGERS 
GM2 
Thor vs Descalfini 
Top 2nd and Mr. Story launches his first two run shot and second home run in consecutive at-bats since 
last game. OC responds in the 3rd with a Thompson solo shot and Trumbo two RBI double. Top 4th and 
here comes Mr. story with another two run dinger. Bottom 4th, OC gets a run off a Hernadez RBI triple to 
make it 4-4. Top 5th and Contreras hits his own two run dinger. OC finally got Story to pop out to CF the 
sixth but he wasn't done yet. Top 7th, Albany gets one via DJ Lemahieu RBI single. In the 8th Mr. story 
would launch his third two run dinger of the game making the final score 9-4. 
Final Albany 9 Ocracoke 4 
 
Pitching 
Albany 
W- Thor 6 inn 
Barrclough 1 inn 
Reyes 1 inn 
Rusin 1 inn 
 
Ocracoke 
L- Descalfini 7 2/3 inn 
Uehara 1 inn 
Andriese 1/3 inn 
 
No injuries 
 
Thanks for rolling Michael.  Duran 
 

 

 



 

ABL PITCHING STATUS: 

Chesapeake Bay 
Scherzer Rest 3 games 
Greinke  Rest 4 games 
Strasburg Rested  
Lester  Rested 
deGrom Rested 
Bullpen: 
Ross must REST in game one 
Reed must rest in game two if he pitches in game one 
Bush pitched in one game 
Chapman pitched in one game 
 

Tallahassee 
Porcello Rest 3 games 
J. Fernandez Rest 4 games 
F. Hernandez Rested 
Straily  Rested 
Guerra  Rested 
Archer  Rested 
Bullpen: 
Law must REST in game one 
Diekman pitched in one game 
Colome pitched in one game 
 

Orlando 
Nola  Rest 3 games 
Pomeranz Rest 4 games 
Ray  Rested 
Fulmer  Rested 
Lackey  Rested 
Bullpen: 
Wilson must REST in game one 
Rondon pitched in one game 
 

Titusville 
Hendricks Rest 3 games 
Sale  Rest 4 games 
Gonzalez Rested 
Wright  Rested 
Iwakuma Rested 
Santana  Rested 
Bullpen: 
Harris must rest in game two if he pitches in game one 
Gregerson pitched in one game 
Kontos pitched in one game 
Barrett pitched in one game 
 

Mudville 
Arrieta  Rest 3 games 



Bauer  Rest 4 games 
Estrada  Rested 
Lewis  Rested 
Zimmerman  Rested 
Bullpen: 
Strickland must REST in game one 
Duke must REST in game one 
Blanton must rest in game two if he pitches in game one 
Hendriks must rest in game two if he pitches in game one 
 

Long Beach Island 
Kluber  Rest 3 games 
Carrasco Rest 4 games 
Nolasco Rested 
Davies  Rested 
Price  Rested 
Bullpen: 
Rested 
 
Syracuse 
Verlander Rest 3 games 
Quintana Rest 4 games 
Eickhoff Rested 
Hamels  Rested 
Walker  Rested 
Bullpen: 
Iglesias must REST in game one 
Jones pitched in one game 
Bowman pitched in one game 
Hand pitched in one game 
 

Ocracoke 
Darvish  Rest 3 games 
DeSclafani Rest 4 games 
Bumgarner Rested 
Maeda  Rested 
Odorizzi Rested 
Griffin   Rested 
Bullpen: 
Uehara pitched in one game 
Andriese pitched in one game 
 

La Jolla 
Kershaw Rest 3 games 
Cueto  Rest 4 games 
Hill  Rested  
Shoemaker Rested 
Hellickson Rested 
Bullpen: 
Oh pitched in one game 

 



Albany 
Anderson Rest 3 games 
Syndergaard Rest 4 games 
Martinez Rested 
Gray  Rested 
Chatwood Rested 
Bullpen: 
Barraclough must rest in game two if he pitches in game one 
Reyes must rest in game two if he pitches in game one 
Rusin pitched in one game 

 
 

 
Home Run Picture courtesy of Atlantic City Gambler ABL Hall of Fame Manager 

 

A LOOK AHEAD IN THE ABL: 

 
 

Series Previews - Week Ten Edition 

 

As always this time of year, things in the ABL are heatin up, just as it becomes hot and sticky 

here in the north east.  The AL standings look exactly like last weeks, except two teams 

WEEK 10 JUNE 16 - JUNE 25 RESULTS  D.M./V. MAN  SITE MGR NL/AL D/N

101 LA JOLLA OCRACOKE KEVIN DURAN AL NIGHT

102 LA JOLLA OCRACOKE NIGHT

103 SYRACUSE LONG BEACH COOP SKIBBY AL NIGHT

104 SYRACUSE LONG BEACH NIGHT

105 ORLANDO CHESAPEAKE BAY BUCK COMMISH NL NIGHT

106 ORLANDO CHESAPEAKE BAY NIGHT

107 TITUSVILLE TALLAHASSEE LENNY DON JR. NL NIGHT

108 TITUSVILLE TALLAHASSEE NIGHT

109 ALBANY MUDVILLE MICHAEL CASEY NL NIGHT

110 ALBANY MUDVILLE NIGHT



switched spots.  There are some moves that are just WAITING to get made, as we get closer to 

being able to move some draft picks.  How different will things be with the new rules in place?  

Not sure, but you can bet we’re gonna find out in a hurry once they can move.   

 

Before we can even talk about that, lets talk about week ten, shall we?  Because it’s here, 

staring us in the face, and things are about to get real.  Can Orlando or Mudville make that last 

push to get in playoff contention or are they content to just sit back and let the other boys fight it 

out this year and try and play spoiler a little bit?  Is Ocracoke going to shake off their 2nd half 

opening sweep, or are they in for a fall in the second half?  When is Syracuse going to make a 

crazy run because I think we’re all just sitting around waiting for it to happen.  Will La Jolla get 

hot and heavy into the trading as they chase their first division title?  SO MANY QUESTIONS 

YET TO ANSWER!  But first, week ten previews. 

 

I am trying a little bit different format for the previews.  I feel like week after week I say the same 

things over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over 

again.  That was 10 overs, right?  10 overs, 10 teams, well, you get the picture.  So a little 

different format.  Let me know what you think.  I always appreciate the feedback. 

 

Series One - La Jolla JUGGERNAUT (12-8) vs. Ocracoke Blackbeards (10-10) 

 

Arrrrrrgh matey, the Blackbeards be welcomin the JUGGERNAUT to the east coast, for some 

seaside baseball action as the Jugs look to make the ‘beards walk the plank. 

 

La Jolla - What to Watch For → Can a combination of Hill/Hellickson/Shoemaker keep the 

starting pitching momentum going for the Jugs?  Kershaw and Cueto combined to allow 2 runs 

in 19 innings of ball against the Starfish.  It may be a lot to ask for games of one run ball 

consistently, but enough to keep the Jugs in the game would be nice. 

 

La Jolla - Player to Watch → Dee Gordon - We talked in last week’s spotlight that Mr. Gordon 

was halfway to tying the triples record.  Well, he’s one closer, after ripping one against LBI.  

He’s been the spark and their leading RBI guy.  Slowing this guy down will be key for the 

‘beards. 

 

Ocracoke - What to Watch For → Can they avoid the 2nd half swoon?  A manager said to me 

offline “Albany swept Duran.  Duran in the 2nd half =ARod in a clutch situation”.  Can Ocracoke 

move on from that perception of being close to it falling apart?  It’s time to get back on the horse 

and see what this team is made of!  Also, keeping the ball in the ballpark will be a key.  Don’t 

need another Trevor Story incident. 

 

Ocracoke - Player to Watch → Joc Pederson - Dude’s been a stud all year.  He’s been the best 

bat on the ‘beards all year long.  This is when an MVP candidate needs to step up and show the 

world what kind of #rig he’s got. 

 



Going to be a tough matchup, but if the ‘beards got postseason dreams, those dreams start with 

facing off against the JUGGERNAUT. 

 

Series Two - Syracuse Hazard (10-10) vs. Long Beach Island Starfish (11-9) 

 

The Hazard will make their annual trip to the Jersey Shore, looking to stay in the playoff hunt 

while the ‘fish are looking to maintain their position as best they can. 

 

Syracuse - What to Watch For → Syracuse isn’t a team I can see selling, but I could see them 

using this week to see how they stack up.  It’s a divisional series, against a long time rival.  This 

may be the week the Hazard see what holes they may need to fill to make that push back into 

the playoff standings. 

 

Syracuse - Player to Watch → David Ortiz - For a team that hits so well, he’s been a 

disappointment.  The only role he can play is DH, and his 2016 swan song in the bigs has not 

translated to the ABL.  With the trade market starting to heat up, will the Hazard be in the 

market for a bopper to replace Papi with? 

 

Long Beach Island - What to Watch For → LBI needs to put some runs on the board STAT.  

The ‘fish struggled for the two runs they got against the JUGGERNAUT, one of those games 

they luckily won in extras.  It’s a poop time of year to have the offense disappear, so don’t be 

surprised if the ‘fish make some lineup changes.  Speaking of lineup changes… 

 

Long Beach Island - Player to Watch → Alex Dickerson - LBI fans will notice a new face in the 

outfield and hope his bat can adequately replace the struggling Mookie Betts.  It’s the second 

move the ‘fish have made (first was changing the order) to get a struggling 7-9 crew going 

offensively and above the Mendoza line.  How Mr. Dickerson performs may lead to other moves 

being made, or direct the team into what moves need to be made. 

 

It’s the longest running AL rivalry, ready to face off for the second time in 2017.  The divisions 

tight so don’t expect either side to back down without a fight, or at least without some yelling. 

 

Series Three - Orlando Sharks (7-13) vs. Chesapeake Bay Channel Cats (12-8) 

 

The Sharks head up the coast to go huntin some Channel Cats, trying to stay in the NL playoff 

race against the defending champs.   

 

Orlando - What to Watch For → Holy powerful explosion Batman!  They just hit 5 home runs in 

a game, against the team that had allowed the fewest so far in 2017!  Is this going to be a new 

trend for the Sha….hold on my phone is ringing.  Yes?  It’s Billy Hamilton!  And he said that was 

not the game plan and just some luck.  And you should watch for him to run all over the damn 

place and he’s a little salty that I didn’t mention him when I started mentioning records.  Sheesh.  

Who gave that goofy lookin’ shit my number…? 

 



Orlando - Player to Watch → Let’s see if I can get through this one without any angry phone 

calls.  It’s so hard to pick one.  Adrian Beltre could not only be the key to this series, but it may 

be one of the players they may be finding a new home once we can start moving players.  

Teams looking for some pop off the bench or a different face at the hot corner could come 

knocking on the tank of the Sharks to make a move… 

 

Chesapeake Bay - What to Watch For → Coming off a sweep of the Nine, the ‘Cats will look to 

make some moves in the standings.  The ‘Cats will look to slow down the Sharks run game, and 

might play a little more aggressively as they look to make a second half surge.  The bullpen has 

been a big asset for the ‘Cats, if they start bringing those guys in, it may spell trouble for Sharks 

fans. 

 

Chesapeake Bay - Player to Watch → “Hello, Jonathan Lucroy?  Great to talk to you.  Hey, 

how’s your elbow feeling?  Have you been making those throws the Commish prescribed?  Feel 

like your arm is going to fall off yet?  Because after this week, it might actually fall off.  Maybe 

your next AL series you can DH a little and give that time to rest before you blow out your 

UCL…”. Oh hi guys.  Sorry, I was talking to Channel Cats catcher Jonathan Lucroy.  He says 

he’ll be good to go against the Sharks.  Someone get Dr. Andrews on speed dial just in case… 

 

Old time rivals squaring off, with potentially different futures for what 2017 will hold for them. 

 

Series Four - Titusville Perfectos (14-6) vs. Tallahassee Terriers (9-11) 

 

Hey look!  Two Florida teams!  An divisional matchup!  It’s only the 6th time this season!  

Sheesh.   

 

Titusville - What to Watch For → Perfectos fans would like to think that giving up 5 dingers in a 

game was the exception to the rule going forward, but they’ll have to be careful against the 

Terriers, as they hit the 2nd most bombs in the league.  Last week was against Orlando who 

hits the 2nd fewest.  If they Perfectos start giving up bombs early it may spell trouble for the 

Perfectos. 

 

Titusville - Player to Watch → We want to take a look at one of the longest tenured Perfectos: 

Ben Zobrist.  A World Series hero to two different franchises, he seems to be struggling with his 

wood in 2017.  His average is about 45 points lower than his career average.  He’s been hitting 

for a little bit of pop (4 doubles, 4 bombs) but the average is hovering around .210 right now.  

While the Perfectos lineup is stacked with power, certainly helps to have some guys on base to 

score some runs too. 

 

Tallahassee - What to Watch For → Terriers fans are getting excited about the prospect of 

getting into the playoffs.  The Legend knows once you’re in, it’s a whole new season.  With a 

wild card game now, a .500 team can advance more easily than in the past.  The first step is 

making it though.  They are two games up on the Sharks, and while both are facing difficult 



opponents, the Terriers don’t want to lose ground.  So expect the Terriers to pull out all of the 

stops as they march to their first postseason in a few years. 

 

Tallahassee - Player to Watch → Jedd Gyorko had a great first half.  The St. Louis slugger has 

been producing well, leading the team in RBIs and vying for the team lead in long balls.  He’s an 

unsung hero candidate for sure, and will play an integral role in how well the Terriers perform 

down the stretch and how well they can hang in with the Perfectos. 

 

Interstate battle...blah blah blah...playoff lives could be on the line as the Terriers look to stay in 

a playoff slot. 

 

Series 5 - Albany Lo-Sox (11-9) vs. Mudville Nine (4-16) 

 

These young squads come in at opposite ends of the spectrum, with the Sox coming off a 

sweep of the Blackbeards, while the Nine just got swept by the Channel Cats.  Can Mudville 

start relishing their role of spoiler this week? 

 

Albany - What to Watch For → Albany has been bouncing between in and out of that last playoff 

spot for what seems like all season.  This week is a good opportunity to make a power move 

into staying in that spot for good.  The Nine, based on their record, have been struggling and 

this may be a good week for the Lo-Sox to take advantage of that situation.  The Lo-Sox have a 

tough 4 playweek stretch coming, so it will be crucial to be aggressive this week! 

 

Albany - Player to Watch → Trevor Story flexed his muscles in a big way last week, with a multi 

home run game against the Blackbeards.  Previous to this he was hitting in about the .230 

range with a few bombs, but that was the kind of performance that can right a lot of wrongs.  

The question is this: is that success repeatable?  That will be up for the roller to decide. 

 

Mudville - What to Watch For → We may have reached the point where Mudville is looking to 

play spoiler more than challenge for a playoff spot.  5 games back is a long way to go.  Not 

impossible mind you, but if they’re going to make a strong push, it has to start this week.  The 

next three weeks have the Nine facing two first place teams and then The Legend at Summer 

Slam.  It’ll be a rough go, and this week may decide the fate of a few players wearing Mudville 

unis. 

 

Mudville - Player to Watch → I’ve got two from Mudville, for very different reasons.  Mike Trout 

currently has as many home runs as Jake Arrieta.  With the card he has, I think we all expected 

more.  Mike, we’re not angry, we’re just disappointed.  Start aimin for the fences bro! 

 

The second is Jonathan Villar.  It’s showcase time bro.  You’ve sucked all year, your coach 

been tellin you that all year.  Maybe it’s time to string some performances together, get some 

interest up, and pack your bags for another team.  Maybe a change of scenery will help.   

 

Squads with different recent fortunes looking to maybe different goals in the closing weeks. 



 

 

 
 
ABL TRIVIA ANSWER: 

D)  Brandon Belt 
C-Bay’s Brandon Belt was the leader at the break with 51 bases one more ahead of George Springer.  Belt 
would finish with 74 total bases and 3rd in the Player of the Year voting.  Addison Russell won the Player 
of the year award but the underlying numbers imply Bryant had the better season.  One example is 98 
total bases to 75.  This year Bryant is on a “Ruthian” pace and if it continues might go down as one of the 
best offensive season in ABL history. 
 
 

 
 
ABL TAXI TEAMS: 

Chesapeake Bay 
Rogers 
Casilla 
Polanco 
Upton 
Soler 
Robertson 
Carter 
 
Tallahassee 
Buxton 
Grichuk 
Mazara 
Gray 
Profar 
Baez 
Hernandez 

 

Orlando 
May 
Morrison 
Holland 



Boyd 
Wilson 
Kinsler 
Rodon 
 
Titusville 
Maurer 
Harper 
Cole 
Gonzalez 
Nunez 
Abad 
Pence 

 

Mudville 
Reddick 
Velasquez 
Manaea 
Leon 
Schwarber 
Sardinas 
Brantley 
 

Long Beach Island 
Perez 
Giles 
Conforto 
Gordon 
Betts 

Marte 
Pollock 
 

Syracuse 
McCutchen 
Strop 
Ross 
Dozier 
Maybin 
Clemens 
Matz 
 
Orcacoke 
Kepler 
Miller 
Harvey 
Rea 
Samardzija 
Heyward 
Arcia 
 

La Jolla 



Leake 
Broxton 
Wong 
Francoeur 
Sano 
Phillips 
Napoli 
 

Albany 
Descalso 
Ramos 
Dyson 
Casali 
Colon 
Moore 
Pagan 
 
Enjoy Week 10 
Contributors to Around the Diamond:   

Scott Allen, Skibby Bomysoad, Chris Marcello, and Don Allen Jr. 


